
 

 

 

 

 

 

Numeracy  

Data handling. 
Shape space and measures 
Multiplication/division 
Addition and subtraction (formal methods) 

Literacy  

Story: Charlie and the Chocolate factory. Goat Pie 
Traditional tales: Gingerbread man 
Instructions: recipe and method writing. 
Recount: Topic educational visit. 
Report on digestion and the importance of healthy eating for 
life.  
 

Science  

 

 

Animals including Humans/Nutrition and Health: We will 
learn about how humans get nutrition from what they eat, 
about the skeletons and muscles in our bodies, about the  
basic parts of the digestive system and our teeth. 
 

Geog/History       Name, locate world’s continents and ocean, identify 
Latitude and longitude, equator. 
Food origins, land use and distribultion. 
Romans/Italy European country – links, food etc.  
 
Symbols & Keys (OS) 
 

Design Technology  They will prepare and cook a savory dish. 

Know about seasonality, and know where and how a variety 
of ingredients are grown, reared, caught and processed. 

Design, make and evaluate a new chocolate bar for Willy 
Wonka. 

Music        
Orchestra (Violins) 

Year 3 & 4 Curriculum Information – Spring Term 2019 
Our topic ‘Scrumdiddlyumptious’ will allow us to explore where food comes from, how to eat a 
balanced diet and how our bodies digests food.  A visit to Cadbury world will add an extra dimension 
to our studies as we will be designing and making our own chocolate in Design Technology as well as 
studying the origin of chocolate and its production in the Cadbury factory.  



RE       What can we learn from religions about deciding what is 
right and wrong? (Jewish)   
Why do Christians call the day Jesus died ‘Good Friday’?   

  

Art           

Cézanne (artist study) observational fruit sketches and pastel 
work. (still life)  
Carl Warner food adverts and collage art. 
 
 

PE 
 

Swimming 
Rugby 
 

 
Please continue to support your child’s learning by; 

 Helping them to research books. 

 Talking to them about their topic. 

 Use the local library. 
 
 

Thank you for your support. 
 

Mrs Turner and Mrs Guinivan 
 
 
 


